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Skill is the ability to bring about some end result with maximum certainty and minimum 
outlay of time and energy. In acquiring skill, previously learned tasks can profoundly 
influence learning. Transfer of skill between tasks can be positive (facilitation) or 
negative (interference). Traditional accounts of skill transfer depend on notions of task 
similarity such as the "theory of identical elements", "stimulus response compatibility" 
and the "structural learning hypothesis". Here I describe experiments designed to 
elucidate: 1) how people form new patterns of coordination when learning a skill de 
novo, and 2) which specific task characteristics need to be “similar” or “dissimilar” for 
positive or negative transfer to occur between motor tasks. Participants wore a data glove 
and learned to control the two-dimensional {x,y} motions of a virtual object (a cursor) by 
finger motions (Mosier et al., 2005). In support of structural learning, subjects gradually 
identified a subset of finger motions that influenced task performance and restricted 
exploration to stay within this subspace of control; we refer to this subspace as the "task 
space". Subjects also learned to avoid finger motions that did not affect performance; we 
refer to this second subspace as the task’s "null space". We then required subjects to learn 
two tasks, which we called the "prior task" and the "criterion task." We manipulated the 
mapping between finger and cursor motions so that the task space of the prior task either 
shared or did not share task space dimensions (x-y axes) of the criterion task. We 
observed positive transfer when the two tasks shared task space dimensions and negative 
transfer when they did not. Thus, similarity in task space dimensions between two tasks is 
a critical variable influencing whether prior learning of one skill facilitates or interferes 
with the learning of a second skill. Moreover, the data suggest that this transfer is caused 
by preferential exploration along previously learned task spaces.  
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